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ONE PLATFORM THAT DELIVERS
TANGIBLE INDUSTRY 4.0 BENEFITS
FactoryLogix® is an IIoT-enabled Manufacturing Operations platform that seamlessly connects people,
processes, systems, and devices —empowering today’s manufacturers to maximize agility and
make smarter decisions.

Our platform effectively...

Increases productivity
and efficiency

Improves enterprise-wide
compliance and quality

Quickly adapts to customer
and business demands

Maximizes uptime with
absolute minimum inventory

But don’t just take our word for it. Here’s what our customers have to say
about our platform, our partnership, and our process.



Adapts to Requirements
FactoryLogix is the best manufacturing execution system (MES)
software. It’s a uniquely adaptive manufacturing execution and
operations solution, driving enterprise-wide compliance, quality,
and efficiency... It provides flexibility on adding and removing
different modules, and can be customized for the dock to stock
operations.



-Senior Quality Engineer

Provides Visibility to Drive
Continuous Improvement



We have been a user of the Aegis MES software solution for more
than 10 years. Every product we release to our production floor is
processed using the Aegis MES system. It has allowed us to lean our
operation by making our entire shop floor paperless. It has enabled
complete transparency into our manufacturing operation, providing us
with limitless data from which to drive continuous improvements and
efficiencies.



-Business Systems Analyst



Delivers Powerful Traceability
We use FactoryLogix at six facilities where proper production
control is critical to our operations. …In the highly regulated markets
we serve, FactoryLogix fulfils the manufacturing requirements for
product realization… Having real-time data on product status and
location in WIP is crucial to our daily production planning.
FactoryLogix provides automated daily reports on product status
on the manufacturing floor. The quality reporting feature provides
an extremely valuable tool to monitor process effectiveness and
drive process improvements.



-Business Systems Analyst



Drives Transformative Change
The Aegis platform, FactoryLogix, allows us to check on production
at every step in the manufacturing process, continually improving
our quality and ongoing on-time delivery for every product we
build while simultaneously eliminating waste in the process. We are
able to optimize and simulate operational excellence, power new
perspectives for statistical process control and business
management, set objectives that deliver real value while being
more predictive and prescriptive into the status of our operations.



-VP Operations

Provides Stability and Scalability



…The stability and scalability of the FactoryLogix solution is
hands-down one of the top benefits that we are experiencing with
this solution. …The Aegis Software team has been responsive,
consultative, and dedicated to our success for many years now.
They care about their customers and have a vested interest in our
success... Aegis has worked with us and our machine vendor
partners over the years and made sure that our digital
manufacturing engineering platform remained current and capable of
supporting each new machine platform as they would become
available to our factories.



-Global Sr. Equipment Engineer

Provides a Quick Time to Value




Aegis provided a quick time to value and excellent, localized customer support.
Aegis' complete transparency throughout the entire process has been very
refreshing. They never misrepresented their company or their solution, and that is
something we found unique during this process. FactoryLogix had the flexibility
we wanted, enabling us to start with a smaller subset of features and expand
capabilities when we were ready. We selected Aegis and FactoryLogix because
they were able to meet our requirements at a reasonable cost, and we have been
pleased with this decision to date.



-Technical Sales Engineer

Throughout our journey with Aegis Software, service and support has been
unwavering and rapid when we need it. Their knowledge, responsiveness, and
support have been necessary, given the critical role that FactoryLogix plays in our
overall business. They are a true partner and dedicated to helping manufacturers
be best-in-class.





Offers World Class Customer Support

-Director of Manufacturing Support

Comes Complete & Configurable



FactoryLogix supports our entire factory from automated electronics assembly
to manual system builds, with its MES interface for our assemblers, inspectors,
and technicians, and with connections to our assembly, inspection, and test
equipment. All of this is covered with standard capabilities that required little
customization, and as our manufacturing environment continues to change
over the eight-plus years since first using Aegis software, its extensive
configurability enables us to change processes, rules, and behaviors as
necessary to meet our own customers' expectations.



-Senior Engineering Manager



Is Extensible, Modular, & Scalable
When we evaluated software providers, we were primarily looking for a
cost-effective solution with a rapid deployment timeline but would also
support our short-term and long-term needs. We wanted a solution that
allowed us to start with a smaller scope of capabilities but was
comprehensive and easy enough to expand in the future when needed.
More importantly, we needed that solution expansion capability without
having to deal with heavy customization, time, or costs. FactoryLogix had
that flexibility, enabling us to start with a smaller subset of features and
expand capabilities when we were ready.



-Plant Manager

Has a Competitive Advantage





With the features that Aegis' FactoryLogix offers, it has helped us get new
customers as customers are asking for more and more things. We view
FactoryLogix as both a manufacturing execution system and a sales tool! Aegis
gives us a competitive advantage, enabling us to meet our customers' changing
requirements, ultimately helping us to capture more business and consistently
deliver exceptional products and customer service.
-Global Aegis Coordinator

With FactoryLogix, if anything changes, we go into the system and
immediately make any changes required, and the production floor
gets those changes instantly. The entire documentation process is
real-time and much easier. We can also now track the product from
the cradle to the grave.





Gives Ultimate Control & Visibility

-Global Aegis Coordinator

Lowers Total Cost of Quality



FactoryLogix has extensive quality management capabilities throughout the
entire manufacturing process. As an OEM manufacturer with large work order
quantities, the in-line first article feature in FactoryLogix allows us to catch and
prevent incorrect builds, which provides high dollar cost avoidance.



-Business Systems Analyst



Offers Great Ease of Use & Adoption
While product features are important, it is sometimes challenging
to find feature-rich and flexible software that is not complex or
hard to use. So, ease of use was essential to us when we initially
decided to select and implement FactoryLogix. We knew that if
the solution wasn’t easy to use, we would have user adoption
issues and never achieve the return or benefits we required.



-Director of Manufacturing Support

Has Reliable Connectivity



Aegis has worked with us and our machine vendor partners over
the years and made sure that our digital manufacturing engineering
platform remained current and capable of supporting each new
machine platform as they would become available to our factories.



-VP Operations



Allows Adaptability & Agility
Our engineers are able to make anything we want – when we want it. We can
automate-to-order as the system dynamically adapts to our needs. FactoryLogix
separates the process from the machine so you can export a manufacturing
process where you need it. By using Just-In-Time reroutes we can quickly
readapt to the customer change requests during New Product Introduction
projects without loss of traceability or control.



-Product Engineering Manager

We think that digitalization is not just about software-it is really about the
evolution of best practices with new tools, and ensuring that everyone using
the software sees it as beneficial in their roles. Aegis [clearly understands this]
and has created an overall experience that combines the software together
with confidence and know-how, challenging us, guiding us and working
together to achieve the best possible result.
-General Manager

Let us tell you even more.
Interested in learning how our industry leading FactoryLogix®
platform, collaborative partnership, and proven implementation
methodology can enable your business to unlock tangible benefits?
Request Information
All customer reviews have been sourced from Capterra and Gartner.





Empowers Clients to Evolve

